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Abstract 
Network coding based applications are notoriously susceptible to malicious pollution attacks. 

Packets authentication schemes have been well-recognized as the most effective approach to address this 
security threat. However, existing packets authentication schemes for network coding either incur high 
computation overhead, or are vulnerable to arbitrary collusion among attackers. In this paper, we proposed 
a novel dynamic authentication scheme for secure network coding by dynamically using the linear vector 
subspaces of network coding. The scheme can efficiently detect packets generated by pollution attackers, 
and effectively resist arbitrary collusion among attackers. Our work is an innovative dynamic solution to 
frustrate pollution attacks with arbitrary collusion among attackers, and authentication cost can be further 
reduced by employing batch authentication in participating nodes. In addition, our scheme provides an 
efficient packet authentication without requiring the existence of any extra secure channel. Security 
analysis and simulations results demonstrate the practicality and efficiency of our scheme. 
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1. Introduction 

Network coding, which was first introduced by Ahlswede et al [1], is an efficient means 
of information dissemination. Unlike the traditional transmission mechanism which requires 
simply duplicating every input packet, network coding allows intermediate nodes to mix the 
information content in packets before forwarding them. This mixture of information has been 
theoretically proven to maximize network transmission capacity [2]. The source node splits the 
original data file into data blocks and then encodes them with appropriate coding methods, 
including exclusive or (XOR) operation, linear operation and so on. Intermediate nodes can also 
perform coding operations on linearly independent incoming packets, in addition to just 
forwarding them. Receivers are able to decode the original data file once they have received 
sufficient linearly independent coded blocks. With lots of benefits for communication network, 
network coding has emerged as a promising technique in many practical network applications, 
such as wireless sensor networks [3], mobile communication networks [4] and peer-to-peer 
content distribution networks [5].  

However, network coding may face potential security threats due to the packet 
encoding at intermediate nodes. The nature of packet mixing subjects network coding systems 
to a severe security threat, known as pollution attack, where attackers inject corrupted packets 
into the network. In pollution attacks, if a single corrupted block is mixed by a intermediate node, 
all output packets of the intermediate node will be contaminated, and then corrupted packets 
may spread to all downstream nodes. As a result, a single corrupted block will pollute the whole 
network system and prevent receivers from decoding. Therefore, it is crucial to introduce 
corresponding security schemes to detect and filter corrupted packets as early as possible. 

In this paper, we propose D-Auth scheme, an efficient solution for network coding 
against pollution attacks along with arbitrary collusion among malicious nodes. Our work is on 
the basis of some core technologies [6, 7]. D-Auth scheme differs from previous schemes in two 
main respects: (1) tolerating arbitrary collusion among malicious nodes, and (2) using the linear 
vector subspaces of network coding to achieve computationally efficient and strictly secure. We 
make two main contributions. First, we construct a dynamic authentication scheme that enables 
forwarders to verify the authentication of incoming blocks even with the existence of arbitrary 
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collusion, and it also limits pollution attacks by preventing the propagation of corrupted blocks to 
downstream nodes. Second, we analysis the security of D-Auth scheme and validate the 
performance and overhead of our scheme with corresponding simulations.  

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 overviews related work. 
Section 3 introduces our system model and threat model. Section 4 provides the detail of D-
Auth scheme, while Section 5 shows simulations and analysis of D-Auth scheme. Finally, 
Section 6 concludes the paper. 
 
 
2. Related Work 

So far, a number of schemes have been proposed to defend against pollution attacks in 
network coding systems. These schemes can be categorized into two classes: end-to-end 
scheme and in-network scheme. 

 
2.1. End-To-End Scheme 

End-to-end schemes filter polluted messages only at receivers. End-to-end schemes 
make minimal changes to existing network coding algorithms, and only the source and receivers 
are involved in performing polluted messages detection [8]. 

Silva D et al. [9] proposed rank-metric codes to protect source message from malicious 
nodes. However, rank-metric codes can not resist large amount of pollution attacks. Koetter et 
al [10] improve network error correction coding theory for detecting and correcting corrupted 
packets. However, In a wireless environment where pollution attacks occur, attackers can easily 
overwhelm the error correcting ability and fail the decoding of receivers. 

Vilela J P et al. [11] proposed a security framework, which exploits the intrinsic security 
of network coding. However, to achieve confidentiality, it requires either a large enough field 
from which coding coefficients are chosen or secure GEVs which have many columns. Both of 
them will result excessively high computation overhead.  

Jaggi et al [12] provided a polynomial-time network coding algorithm to allow receivers 
to recover native packets in the presence of pollution attacks. However, if the attacker has a 
large bandwidth to the receiver, the useful throughput can easily degrade to zero.  

In end-to-end schemes, when attackers locate their attacks at the bottleneck of the 
network, end-to-end schemes can lead to a worst-case view of malicious attack. Furthermore, 
there is a huge benefit in detecting the presence of the attacker and forbidding polluted packets 
to propagate in the network, due to the constrained bandwidth of the medium. 

 
2.2. In-Network Scheme 

In-network schemes filter polluted messages at all intermediate nodes. Compared to 
end-to-end schemes, in-network solutions can make corrupted packets dropped earlier. 

Krohn et al [13] proposed a homomorphic hashing scheme that allows intermediate 
nodes to perform integrity verification of blocks exchanged in the network. Since each 
intermediate node needs to verify all incoming blocks before combining them, the performance 
of the network would be limited by the performing rate of its homomorphic hashes. 

Kehdi et al [14] proposed null keys to allow forwarders to detect corrupted blocks using 
null space properties of network coding. However, null key become vulnerable under collusion 
attack, where multiple malicious nodes are allowed to exchange their attack messages. Zhen 
Yu et al. [15] proposed a scheme for securing XOR network coding. It can not resist modified 
packet pollution that attacker sends fake source messages by computing corresponding MACs 
using its own random keys. Jing Dong et al. [16] used time-based authentication to resist 
pollution attacks. However, because each node has to buffer incoming unverified packets 
before the receipt of the next checksum, malicious nodes can easily conduct a DDos attack by 
overflowing the unverified buffer during this period of time. 

In-network solutions use cryptographic approaches by which forwarders detect and 
drop polluted packets. However, in-network schemes are various from each other in efficiency 
and security, and there is no practical in-network schemes so far. Previous solutions to the 
problem will be worse when facing arbitrary collusion among malicious nodes. 
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3. System and Threat Model 
In this section, we briefly introduce the system model and the threat model, which are 

the foundation of D-Auth scheme. 
 

3.1. System Model 
We model the network by an acyclic directed graph (V,E)Gr  , where V  is the set of 

nodes, and E  is the set of edges with unit capacity. Edges are denoted as E)v(v,e  , where 

)(eheadv   and )(etailv  . The set of edges that originating at Vv is defined as 

 veheadEevO  )(:)(  while the set of edges end at v  is defined as 

 vetailEevI  )(:)( . Assume that each symbol is an element of a finite field qF , where q  

is a prime number. We consider a single source VS  , a set of receivers 
 k,...,R,RRRVR 21,  , and multiple forwarders for packets. Receivers may also act as 

forwarders. Assume that S  attempts to send some information blocks to receivers in R , and S  
divides this sequence of blocks into generations. We focus on the coding and transmission of a 
single generation, and only messages from same generation are encoded. Each generation 
consists of n  blocks, and each block ip


 can be viewed as an element in an m-dimensional 

vector space over the field qF : 

 
m.j, F),    p,..., p, p( p p qijimiii  121


 (1) 

 
A generation G  consisting of n  packets can be viewed as a matrix, with each packet in 

the generation as a column in the matrix: 
 

  .p,..., p, pG T
n


21  (2)  

 

S  forms random linear combinations of native blocks 



n

i
ii pcGce

1


, where 

),c,,c(cc n


21  and )1( nici   is a random element in qF . S  then forwards packets consisting 

of  e,c


 in the network. We refer to  e,c


 as coded packets, and c


 as the global encoding 

vector. A forwarder node also forms new coded packets by computing linear combinations of 
linearly independent coded packets it has received and forwards them to the network. When a 
receiver has obtained n  linearly independent coded packets, it can decode them to recover 
native packets by solving a system of n  linear equations. We denote blocks which S  is about to 

disseminate to receivers as X , a n)(mn   matrix whose thi  row is )1( nixi 


. 

The dimension of orthogonal space of XΠ  is equal to m [14]. We denote the orthogonal 

space of the matrix X  as 
XΠ , which is the set of all vectors u


 matching 0 TuX


. 

XΠ is 

spanned by basis vectors  muuuU





,,, 21 , and we denote nullity vectors U  as a )( nmm   

matrix whose thi row is )1( miui 


. 

We assume that clocks in the network are loosely synchronized. Each node knows the 
upper bound on the clock difference between itself and the source, which is denoted as  . 

 
3.2. Threat Model 

We assume that the source is always trusted, while both forwarders and receivers may 
not be trusted since they may be either spurious nodes disguised by the attacker or legitimate 
but compromised nodes. 

(1) Pollution attacks 
Malicious nodes launch pollution attacks either by injecting spurious packets or by 

modifying their output packets to contain corrupted data. We say a packet  e,c


is a polluted 

packet if the vector e 


 is not equal to the product of the original generation of packets 
 np,..., p, p


21  and the global encoding vector c


. i.e., the following in equation: 
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n

i
ii pce

1


 (3) 

 
(2) Collusion attacks 
Collusion attack means that malicious nodes collude to cheat more payment from 

source node. The main goal of collusion attacks is to destroy the cryptographic function of 
security scheme in network coding system. They attempt to compromise as many intermediate 
nodes as possible to obtain the confidential encryption information. If a node is compromised, 
attackers can read its memory and monitor all incoming and outgoing communications. 
Attackers can also collaborate to launch collusion attacks, making the security scheme easy to 
be destroyed. 
 
 
4. D-Auth scheme 

Definition 1(collusion-resistant): A security scheme is said to be collusion-resistant if 
attack information exchange during adversaries has neglectable impact on packets verification. 

In this paper, we propose D-Auth scheme, a collusion-resistant authentication scheme 
for secure network coding by dynamically using the linear vector subspaces of network coding. 

 
4.1. Scheme Description 

We present our scheme incrementally. Firstly, we describe the parameter initialization 
phase of our scheme. We then show the source setup phase and packet authentication phase. 

(1) Parameter initialization 
In this phase, we present initialization of some parameters. We denote blocks to be 

distributed as X , a n)(mn   matrix whose thi row is )1( nixi 


 in the finite field qF . 

 :   is a large prime number, and q  is a divisor of 1 . The technique which applied 

in Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) can be used to to find such  .  

F : F  is a finite field. 
*

F : *
F  is the multiplicative group of field F , and the order of *

F  is 1 . 

 :   is a subgroup with order q  in *
F . Since the order of *

F  is 1 , which is a 

multiple of q , we can always find such  . 

g : g  is a generator of  . i.e., g  and },{ Zjg j  . 

(2) Source setup 
The source need not change the way to distribute native data packets. In our scheme, 

security against pollution attacks is based on a set of verification vectors dynamically generated 
by the source. Those verification vectors  are referred to as D-Auth vectors, and they enable 
participating nodes to verify incoming packets. The source protects the authenticity of D-Auth 
vectors by digitally signature scheme [17]. The detail of source setup is as follows. 

The source use Gaussian elimination to find a vector u


 matching 0 TuX


. We denote 
that  nmuuuu  ,,, 21 


. The source generates a set of nonzero random elements 

 nmbbbB  ,,, 21  . Multiplicative inverse of B  is   )1(1,,,, 111
2

1
1

1 nmibbbbbB iinm  


  . 

Both B  and 1B are only kept by the source. 

The source computes validation vector   )1( nmigaA ib
i  , and new orthogonal 

vector,   )1(1 nmibudD iii   . The source forms a D-Auth vector 

)_,,( timecDAK AuthD  , and timec _  is the timestamp at the source when AuthDK   is created. 

The source signs AuthDK   with digitally signature scheme and broadcasts AuthDK  . 

(3) Packet verification 
Each participating node maintains two packet buffers, verified-buffer and unverified-

buffer, which buffer verified and unverified packets, respectively. Each node combines only 
packets in the verified-buffer to form new packets and forwards such packets. On receiving a 
new coded packet, a node buffers the packet into unverified-buffer and records the 
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corresponding received time. We denote the data form of both verified-buffer and unverified-
buffer as  datatimerecflagbuf ,_,_ . 

Once receiving a D-Auth vector AuthDK  , a participating node first verifies that AuthDK   is 

signed by the source.  If AuthDK   is authentic, the node publishes it to its neighbors. 

The node uses )_,,( timecDAK AuthD   to verify those packets in unverified-buffer that 

were received before AuthDK   was created at the source. i.e.,  timectimerec __ .   is the 

maximum clock difference between the node and the source. The node verifies the integrity of 
corresponding data block   by checking if it holds the following equation: 

 

1
1







nm

i

d
i

iia   (4) 

 
This is simple computation that allows participating nodes to rapidly perform the packet 

authentication. And equation (4) holds for any valid  , we have: 
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Valid data blocks are transferred from unverified-buffer to verified-buffer. Data blocks 
that do not pass the verification are discarded. D-Auth vectors are not required to be delivered 
reliably. If a node fails to receive a current version D-Auth vector, it can verify its buffered 
packets upon the receipt of the next version D-Auth vector. When a receiver receives enough 
linear independent coded packets that have passed the packet verification, it decodes these 
coded packets to recover native packets. It verifies native packets using an end-to-end 
authentication scheme such as traditional digital signature or message authentication code 
before passing packets to the upper layer protocol. The additional end-to-end authentication is 
used for addressing the extremely rare occasion when some polluted packet pass our 
verification at the receiver, which would otherwise cause incorrect packets to be delivered to the 
upper layer. 

 
4.2. Batch Authentication 

The above individual packet authentication can be extended to efficiently batch 
authentication which verify a set of coded packets at one time. 

We assume that     ll e,ce,cE


,...,11  be a set of unverified coded packets that are 

received before current version D-Auth vector was created in node v . v  computes a random 

linear combination of E . i.e.,   







 


i

l

i
ii

l

i
i ece,c



11

,  , where )1( lii   is a random element in 

qF . v  verifies the combined packet  e,c


  with the individual packet authentication 

described above. The false negative probability of the verification can be further reduced by 
repeating this batch authentication with different random coefficients. 

If   passes the batch verification, then all coded packets in E  can be regarded as 

valid. Otherwise, the invalid packets in E  can be located efficiently using a technique similar to 
binary search. 
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5. Results and Analysis 
In this section, the results of our scheme is explained, and at the same time 

comprehensive discussion is given. 
Theorem 1: D-Auth scheme is collusion-resistant. 
Proof: In collusion attack, attackers collaborate to obtain more D-Auth vectors from 

source node. Assume that attackers know all the D-Auth vectors which source node has 
disseminated in the network, and attackers are able to generate corrupted packets that match 
its known D-Auth vectors. However, attackers cannot convince other nodes to accept those 
corrupted packets, as they will not be verified with D-Auth vectors known to the attackers, but 
with another new version D-Auth vector dynamically generated by the source at a time after 
those packets are received. For the timeliness of D-Auth vectors, it is very hard for malicious 
nodes to know the content of its neighbor, and in that case, it is hard to find a corrupted block 
that can pass the verification process. With the path diversity and the timeliness of D-Auth 
vectors, the attacker can only randomly guess the upcoming new version D-Auth vectors in 
intermediate nodes, thus only having a small chance of success, and D-Auth scheme is 
collusion-resistant. 

We compare our scheme with cooperative security scheme introduced by Gkantsidis et 
al [18] and null keys scheme introduced by Kehdi et al [14]. We use the percentage of corrupted 
nodes as a metric to measure the efficiency of security schemes with network coding. In the 
simulations, the network consists of 1000 nodes, and the block size is set to 128. The topology 
is a directed random graph with one source node. Each pair of nodes is connected with a 
probability p . The simulator is round-based, where in each round a node can upload and 

download blocks. In each round, the malicious node send one polluted message on each of 
their outgoing links. We randomly choose malicious nodes from the population, and all the 
results are averaged over several runs. 

Figure 1 shows the pollution spread without D-Auth scheme. In all cases of probability 
p , the increase of malicious nodes percentage will definitely cause the raise of corrupted nodes 

percentage, and when the number of malicious nodes grows, participating nodes become more 
susceptible to pollution attacks. As the probability p  increases, the effect of malicious nodes 

becomes stronger. That is because malicious nodes can easily inject a greater number of bogus 
blocks to participating nodes since the connection with malicious nodes grows. We can see that 
the security situation is terrible when facing multiple attackers, and it will be worse when facing 
arbitrary collusion among multiple attackers. 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Pollution spread without D-Auth scheme 
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Figure 2 shows that our scheme succeeds in improving the protection against pollution 
attacks. We should notice that the corruption decreases as we increase the checking probability 
in cooperative security, but the network performance degrades due to higher computational 
complexity. A checking probability of 30% will impose a significant computation overhead in 
cooperative security. In homomorphic hashing model, a node stops using unsecured blocks 
when an alert message is received. This is another drawback that decreases the network 
performance, since non-corrupted blocks can be part of these unsecured blocks. In null keys 
scheme, we mentioned that increasing the percentage of malicious nodes obviously expands 
the percentage of corrupted nodes, which shows that null keys scheme become vulnerable 
when facing multiple attackers. In our scheme, we see that across different percentages of 
malicious nodes, the percentage of corrupted nodes only increases slightly compared to other 
solutions. Our scheme can effectively defend against pollution attack with arbitrary collusion 
among multiple attackers. 

 
 

 
Figure 2. Comparison between our scheme and previous solutions. 

 
 
6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we present a collusion-resistant authentication scheme for secure network 
coding by dynamically using the linear vector subspaces of network coding. Our scheme nicely 
makes use of the linearity property of random linear network coding, and enables participating 
nodes to check the integrity of packets without the requirement for a secure channel. Packets 
authentication is based on D-Auth vectors dynamically generated by the source, and the 
security of our scheme is based on the hardness of the discrete logarithm problem. The 
protection against pollution attacks with collusion is based on the timeliness of D-Auth vectors. 
D-Auth vectors are signed using digitally signature scheme and the impact of signature can be 
optimized by adjust the time interval of releasing verification packets.  

Our work is an innovative dynamic solution to frustrate pollution attacks with arbitrary 
collusion among attackers, and authentication cost can be further reduced by employing batch 
authentication in participating nodes. Our simulations show that our scheme effectively limits the 
pollution and isolates malicious nodes. The stable corruption spread, helps in identifying the 
locations of the malicious nodes even facing pollution attacks with collusion. 
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